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We report the first dijet transverse momentum asymmetry measurements from Auþ Au and pp
collisions at RHIC. The two highest-energy back-to-back jets reconstructed from fragments with transverse
momenta above 2 GeV=c display a significantly higher momentum imbalance in heavy-ion collisions than
in the pp reference. When reexamined with correlated soft particles included, we observe that these dijets
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then exhibit a unique new feature—momentum balance is restored to that observed in pp for a jet resolution
parameter of R ¼ 0.4, while rebalancing is not attained with a smaller value of R ¼ 0.2.
DOI: 10.1103/PhysRevLett.119.062301
High-energy collisions of large nuclei at the Relativistic
Heavy Ion Collider (RHIC) at Brookhaven National
Laboratory exceed the energy density at which a strongly
coupled medium of deconfined quarks and gluons, the quark
gluon plasma (QGP), is expected to form [1]. Partons with
large transverse momentum (pT ≫ ΛQCD) resulting from
hard scatterings provide “hard probes” that allow for the
unique opportunity to explore the QGP tomographically.
Such scatterings occur promptly ð∼1=pTÞ in the initial
stages of the collision, and can thus probe the evolution
of the medium. The scattered partons separate and fragment
into back-to-back clusters of collimated hadrons known as
jets. Jet pT distributions in proton-proton (pp) collisions at
RHIC are well described by perturbative quantum chromo-
dynamics (pQCD) and can be used as a calibrated reference
for studies of medium-induced jet modifications [2].
Production of high-pT hadrons, serving as a jet proxy,
was first found to be highly suppressed at RHIC in single-
particle measurements compared to scaled pp collisions [3].
Moreover, particle yields on the recoil side of high-pT
triggered dihadron correlations exhibited a shift from high
to low energy [4]. These observations established the
energy dissipation of fast-moving partons as a key signature
of a dense partonic medium, known as the jet quenching
effect [5,6]. Most theoretical explanations of light quark and
gluon jet quenching in heavy-ion collisions, while differing
in details, identify pQCD-type radiative energy loss (gluon
bremsstrahlung) as the dominant mechanism. Inherent to
these frameworks is the qualitative feature that the jet
structure is softened and broadened with respect to vacuum
expectations [5–8]. Advances in jet-finding techniques [9],
and the proliferation of high-pT jets at the higher energies
accessible at the Large Hadron Collider (LHC) have made it
possible with a higher center-of-mass energy per nucleon
pair to study fully reconstructed jets in heavy-ion collisions
for the first time [10–12]. Inclusive jet spectra in the most
central (head-on) lead-lead (Pbþ Pb) collisions at a center-
of-mass energy per nucleon pair of
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN
p ¼ 2.76 TeV were
found to be clearly suppressed when compared to scaled pp
or scaled peripheral (glancing) Pbþ Pb collisions at the
same collision energy. This suppression occurred independ-
ently of jet pT for jets with pT ∼ 40–210 GeV=c, and even
for jets reconstructed with a resolution parameter as large as
R ¼ 0.5 (while the exact meaning of R is algorithm specific,
for the anti-kT algorithm used throughout this Letter, it
typically corresponds to roughly circular clusters of radius R
in ΔR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δϕ2 þ Δη2
p
where Δϕ is the relative azimuthal
angle and Δη the relative pseudorapidity).
Recently, analyses of dijet pairs revealed a striking
energy imbalance for highly energetic back-to-back jet
production [11,13]. The reported imbalance observable is
defined as
AJ ≡ ðpT;lead − pT;subleadÞ=ðpT;lead þ pT;subleadÞ ð1Þ
where pT;lead and pT;sublead are the transverse momenta
of the leading and subleading (highest and second-highest
pT) jet, respectively, in the dijets that are required to be
approximately back to back. In this observable, detector
effects in the determination of jet pT affect numerator and
denominator in a similar manner and thus cancel out to first
order. It is therefore less sensitive to effects of the under-
lying event than inclusive measurements and other dijet
observables. Furthermore, when dijets with large energy
imbalance were examined at the LHC, much of the lost
energy of these jets seemed to reemerge as low momentum
particles emitted at large angles (more than 0.8 sr away)
with respect to the dijet axis [12,14,15].
By contrast, at RHIC energies, measurements based on
correlations of hadrons with leading reconstructed jets or
nondecay (direct) photons indicate that the lost energy
remains much closer to the jet axis [16,17], suggesting only
a moderate broadening of the jet structure for all but the
softest constituents. The difference between the RHIC and
LHC energy results could be due to a number of different
reasons; both the details of the experimental analyses and
the mean parton kinematics being probed at the two
facilities differ significantly. In addition, the LHC results
specifically focus on dijets with a large energy imbalance
on an individual event-by-event basis, whereas published
RHIC measurements based on statistical correlations
require treatment of an ensemble-based background.
In this Letter, we present the first dijet imbalance
measurement in central gold-gold (Auþ Au) collisions
at RHIC, thus allowing a more direct comparison to jet
quenching measurements at the LHC. The data used in
this analysis were collected by the STAR detector in pp
and Auþ Au collisions at ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffisNNp ¼ 200 GeV in 2006 and
2007, respectively. Charged tracks are reconstructed
with the time projection chamber (TPC) [18]. The trans-
verse energy (ET) of neutral hadrons is included by
measuring the energy deposited in the barrel electromag-
netic calorimeter (BEMC) [19], which has a tower size of
0.05 × 0.05 in azimuth ϕ and pseudorapidity η. To avoid
double-counting, the energy deposited by charged hadrons
in the BEMC is accounted for by full hadronic correction,
in which the transverse momentum of any charged track
that extrapolates to a tower is subtracted from the transverse
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energy of that tower. Tower energies are set to zero if they
would otherwise become negative via this correction.
While full hadronic correction is an overly conservative
way to avoid double-counting energy from charged tracks,
it has been found to be the most robust approach [20].
All measurements in this Letter were also repeated as a
cross-check using the opposite extreme, subtracting only
the minimum ionizing particle energy, and all physics
conclusions were unaffected. Both the TPC and the
BEMC uniformly cover the full azimuth and a pseudor-
apidity range of jηj < 1. Events were selected by an online
high tower (HT) trigger, which required an uncorrected
ET > 5.4 GeV in at least one BEMC tower. In Auþ Au
collisions, only the most central 20% of the events are
analyzed, where event centrality is a measure of the overlap
of the colliding nuclei, determined by the raw charged
particle multiplicity in the TPC within jηj < 0.5. Events are
restricted to have a primary vertex position along the beam
axis of jvzj < 30 cm. Tracks are required to have more than
52% of available points measured in the TPC (up to 45),
and a minimum of 20, a distance of closest approach (DCA)
to the collision vertex of less than 1 cm, and pseudorapidity
within jηj < 1.
Jets are reconstructed from charged tracks measured in
the TPC and neutral particle information recorded by the
BEMC, using the anti-kT algorithm from the FASTJET
package [9,21] with resolution parameters R ¼ 0.4 and 0.2.
The reconstructed jet axes are required to be within
jηj < 1 − R to avoid partially reconstructed jets at the edge
of the acceptance. In this analysis, the initial definition
of the dijet pair considers only tracks and towers with
pT > 2 GeV=c in the jet reconstruction. This is done to
minimize the effects of background fluctuations and com-
binatorial jets not originating from an initial hard scatter, and
to make an average background energy subtraction unnec-
essary. We will refer to this selection as (di)jets with “hard
cores,” as most of their energy is carried by just a few high-
pT constituents. The event-by-event background energy
density ρ is determined as the median of pjet;recT =A
jet of all
but the two leading jets, using the kT algorithm with the
same resolution parameter R as in the nominal jet
reconstruction [9]. The area Ajet of jets is also found with
the FASTJET package (using active ghost particles). At RHIC
energies, the median background energy density hρi when
only particles with pT > 2 GeV=c are considered is 0.
Hence no event-by-event ρ subtraction is applied for these
“hard-core” jets. The small residual influence of background
fluctuations is captured by embedding the pp reference hard-
core jets into an Auþ Au event (after reconstruction).
When, later in the analysis, the constituent cut is lowered,
ρ is recalculated event-by-event and the corrected jet
pT ¼ pjet;recT − ρAjet is used, discarding jets with pT < 0.
The dijet imbalance AJ is initially calculated in Auþ Au
HT events for leading and subleading jets fulfilling the
following requirements: (1) pT;lead > 20 GeV=c and
pT;sublead > 10 GeV=c, (2) jϕlead − ϕsublead − πj < 0.4
(back-to-back). In this Letter, jet energies are not corrected
back to the original parton energies apart from the
correction for relative reconstruction efficiency differences
between Auþ Au and pp described below. In order to
make meaningful quantitative comparisons between the
dijet imbalance measured in Auþ Au to that in pþ p, it is
however necessary to compare jets which have similar
initial parton energies in the two collision systems, and to
take the remaining effect of background fluctuations into
account. The uncertainty on the absolute jet energy scale is
5%, partially cancelling out in AJ. A detailed discussion of
jet energy scale uncertainties and background fluctuations
can be found in the Supplemental Material [22] which
includes Refs. [23–29]. It was shown in [16] that Auþ Au
HT leading jets are similar to pp HT leading jets embedded
in an Auþ Au background. A dijet imbalance reference
data set is therefore constructed in this analysis via
embedding pp HT events into Auþ Au minimum bias
(i.e., without a high tower trigger) events with a 0%–20%
centrality requirement identical to the HT data (pp HT ⊕
Auþ Au MB). The heavy ion background has the potential
to bias an online high tower trigger toward a higher
population of low-energy jets that would not be accounted
for by the embedding. In a previous study, this effect was
conservatively accounted for with a small systematic
uncertainty [16]. The relatively high leading jet require-
ment and the robustness of the observable in this analysis
further reduce a potential influence of such a bias. A cross-
check with a higher off-line trigger requirement did not
show any effect beyond statistics, and we therefore do not
assign a systematic uncertainty.
The performance of the TPC and BEMC can vary in
different collision systems and over time. The relative TPC
tracking efficiency in Auþ Au is ca. 90% 7% that of pp
[16], and this difference is accounted for in the pp HT ⊕
Auþ Au MB during embedding by randomly rejecting
charged pp tracks with a probability given by this effi-
ciency difference. The uncertainty on this correction is the
largest contributor to systematic uncertainty, and it is
assessed by repeating the measurement with the respec-
tive minimum and maximum efficiency. The tower effi-
ciency in Auþ Au collisions relative to pp collisions is
98% 2% [16], and its contribution to systematic uncer-
tainties is negligible compared to the respective TPC
uncertainty. The systematics due to the relative tower energy
scale uncertainty (2%) are again assessed via the embedding
procedure by increasing or decreasing the ET of all pp
towers by 2%. Only the differences between Auþ Au and
embedded pp are discussed in this Letter, so no absolute
uncertainty on Auþ Au is explored. The two variations
above constitute the systematics, and their quadrature sum is
shown in colored shaded boxes in all figures.
In Fig. 1 the AJ distribution from central Auþ Au
collisions for anti-kT jets with R ¼ 0.4 (solid red circles)
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is compared to the pp HT embedding reference (pp HT ⊕
Auþ Au MB, open circles) for a jet constituent-pT cut of
pCutT > 2 GeV=c. Dijets in central Auþ Au collisions are
significantly more imbalanced than the corresponding pp
dijets. To further quantify this difference the p value for the
hypothesis that the two histograms represent identical
distributions was calculated with a Kolmogorov-Smirnov
test on the unbinned data [30], i.e., including only the
statistical uncertainties. For an estimate of systematic
effects we quote the range of minimal and maximal
values obtained during efficiency and tower energy
scale variations. The calculated p value < 1 × 10−8
(4 × 10−10–1 × 10−6) supports the hypothesis that the
Auþ Au and pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au data are not drawn from
the same parent AJ distributions.
In order to assess if the energy imbalance can be restored
for these dijets by including the jet constituents below
2 GeV=c in transverse momentum, the jet-finder was run
again on the same events, but with a lower constituent pT
cut of pCutT > 0.2 GeV=c. The dijet imbalance AJ was then
recalculated for jet pairs geometrically matched to the
original hard core dijets. For this matching, the highest pT
jet within ΔR ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
Δϕ2 þ Δη2
p
< R of the hard core
jet was chosen. This matching has better than 99%
efficiency. To account for the significant low-pT back-
ground, this recalculation used background-corrected jet
pT ¼ pjet;recT − ρAjet. In the central data considered here, ρ
is a broad distribution with an average value of about
57 ðGeV=cÞ=sr. The reference pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au MB
embedding distribution was recalculated in the same
manner. For matched jets, the role of leading and sub-
leading jets is not enforced again, so AJ can now become
negative; all figures include a dashed line at 0 to guide
the eye.
In Fig. 1 the matched dijet imbalance measured for a low
constituent pCutT in central Auþ Au collisions (solid black
squares) is compared to the new pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au MB
embedding reference (open squares). Remarkably, the AJ
distribution in Auþ Au now reproduces the pp data within
uncertainties; the p value between these two distributions
is 0.4 (0.2–0.6). This observation suggests that the jet
energy balance can be restored to the level of pp in central
Auþ Au HT events for this class of dijets if low pT
constituents are included within an anti-kT jet of resolution
parameter (radius) R ¼ 0.4.
The tremendous increase in background fluctuations
below 2 GeV/c could lead to an artificial dijet energy
balance unrelated to potential modifications in the jet
fragmentation. In the limit of infinitely high background
fluctuations, the correlated signal could be washed out to be
indistinguishable. To estimate the magnitude of this effect,
we employed two different null hypothesis procedures.
First, we embedded the Auþ Au HT dijets reconstructed
with pCutT > 2 GeV=c (closed red markers in Fig. 1) into
Auþ Au MB events with a low constituent
pCutT > 0.2 GeV=c, reperformed the jet finding and match-
ing and recalculated AJ. This procedure explicitly disallows
for any balance restoration via correlated signal jet con-
stituents since the jet is embedded into a different random
event. We refer to this method as the random cone (RC)
technique. In the second method, in order to account for
potential nonjet correlations within the event, we embed
the same dijet pairs as in the RC method into a different
Auþ Au HT event with a found dijet pair, at the same
azimuth position but randomly off-set in pseudorapidity by
at least 2 × R. This “eta cone” method (EC) preserves
potential background effects due to azimuthal correlations
of the underlying event with the jet while also excluding
any potential jetlike correlation below 2 GeV/c. Both of
these methods are compared to the measured matched AJ
distribution with low pCutT in Fig. 2. We conclude that
background fluctuations do smear the AJ signal signifi-
cantly with an overall effect toward balancing. However,
the resulting distributions still showmuch higher imbalance
and significant shape differences compared to the measured
signal. This smearing cannot alone account for the magni-
tude of the rebalancing, confirming that the energy restored
via low pT constituents is correlated with the jet
fragmentation.
In order to assess if the observed softening of the jet
fragmentation is accompanied by a broadening of the jet
profile, a measurement of the dijet imbalance with a
resolution parameter of R ¼ 0.2 was performed in an
analogous fashion to the measurement described above.
As shown in Fig. 3, narrowing the cone to R ¼ 0.2 leads
to significant differences between central Auþ Au and
embedded pp for jets with hard cores, with a p value of
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FIG. 1. Normalized AJ distributions for Auþ Au HT data
(filled symbols) and pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au MB (open symbols).
The red circles are for jets found using only constituents
with pCutT > 2 GeV=c and the black squares for matched jets
found using constituents with pCutT > 0.2 GeV=c. In all cases
R ¼ 0.4. Stat. errors may be smaller than symbol size for pp
HT ⊕ Auþ Au MB.
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1 × 10−8 (1 × 10−9–3 × 10−7). Including soft constituents
down to 0.2 GeV=c is no longer sufficient to restore the
imbalance to the level of the pp reference. This continued
disparity between the pp and Auþ Au data is supported by
a calculated p value of 7 × 10−8 (2 × 10−8–4 × 10−7). As a
conservative test whether the different balancing behavior
between R ¼ 0.2 and R ¼ 0.4 could be caused purely
by smearing due to additional fluctuations, the matched
R ¼ 0.2 dijet pairs, i.e. including soft constituents, for both
Auþ Au HT and pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au MBwere embedded
into rings with inner radius 0.2 and outer radius 0.4 selected
randomly from 0%–20% MB Auþ Au in an analogous
manner to the RC method above. Significant differences
with a p value of 2 × 10−6 (1 × 10−4–3 × 10−7) remained
in the AJ distribution that were not seen in true R ¼ 0.4 jets.
In all descriptions of the QGP, energy redistribution via
gluon bremsstrahlung is dependent on in-medium path
length. Requiring high-pT hadrons in the measured final
state therefore imposes a significant bias toward production
near the surface of the fireball, a paradigm known as
surface bias. Previous STAR jet-hadron measurements are
well captured by YAJEM-DE, a Monte Carlo model of in-
medium shower evolution that predicts just such a surface
bias for the same leading jet selection as used in this
Letter [16,31].
The initial hard core dijet selection places hard hadron
requirements on the recoil jet in addition to those on the
leading jet. In the surface bias picture, they are therefore
expected to display a pronounced preference toward almost
tangential dijets, probes that graze the medium with a
shorter but finite in-medium path length compared to the
unbiased dijet selection at LHC energies [32]. Correlation
measurements with two hard particles as jet proxies support
the presence of such a tangential bias as well [33]. Our
measurements of clearly modified jets whose “lost” energy
can nevertheless be recovered within a comparatively
narrow cone are qualitatively consistent with this picture.
The qualitative change in the dijet imbalance for smaller
R jets as reported in this Letter is the first step towards
enabling jet geometry engineering of jet production points
which will allow control over the path lengths and
interaction probabilities of jet quenching effects within
the colored medium. In addition it would be very interest-
ing to repeat this AJ study with “hard core” dijets at the
LHC to see if a similar energy loss pattern is observed when
similar jet pairs are selected. Comparison and combined
analysis of these new RHIC results and current published
LHC measurements will already enable new and enhanced
constraints to be placed on the dynamics underlying
modified fragmentation and energy dissipation in heavy-
ion collisions.
In conclusion, we reported the first AJ measurement
performed at
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
sNN
p ¼ 200 GeV. A selection of dijet pairs
with hard cores is probed. For a resolution parameter of
R ¼ 0.4, a clear increase in dijet momentum imbalance is
observed compared to a pp baseline when only constituents
with pCutT > 2 GeV=c are considered. When allowing
softer constituents down to pCutT > 0.2 GeV=c, the energy
balance becomes the same within errors as the one
measured in pp data. By contrast, repeating the same
measurement with a smaller resolution parameter of
R ¼ 0.2 leads to significant remaining momentum imbal-
ance even for jets with soft constituents. The results are
the first indication that at RHIC energies it is possible to
select a sample of reconstructed dijets that clearly lost
energy via interactions with the medium but whose lost
energy reemerges as soft constituents accompanied with a
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FIG. 3. Repetition of the analysis shown in Fig. 1 with a
smaller resolution parameter R ¼ 0.2. Normalized AJ distribu-
tions for Auþ Au HT data (filled symbols) and pp HT ⊕
Auþ Au MB (open symbols). The red circles are for jets found
using only constituents with pCutT > 2 GeV=c and the black
squares are for matched jets found using constituents with
pCutT > 0.2 GeV=c. Stat. errors may be smaller than symbol size
for pp HT ⊕ Auþ Au MB.
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small, but significant, broadening of the jet structure
compared to pp fragmentation. The above observations
are consistent with the qualitative expectations of pQCD-
like radiative energy loss in the hot, dense medium
created at RHIC.
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